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Abstract—This paper explores the use of parallel columns
of convolutional layers with tied weights presented to each
column in a layer at different rotations, to create a rotation
invariant deep convolutional network (CNN). Results of the
columns are combined using a winner takes all pooling method to
produce approximate rotation invariance, with the approximation
improving with smaller rotation increments between parallel
columns. Results of applying invariant deep CNN to the MNIST
and the CHARS74K rotated test data showed great improvement
over traditional deep CNN with a 52.32% increase in accuracy
on the MNIST dataset and a 36.44% accuracy increase on
the CHARS74K dataset. This paper also introduces a Caffe
implementation of the method for use with object recognition
research.

I. INTRODUCTION

Image variance is a difficult topic in the field of computer
vision [1] especially when there are infinite different ways an
object could be presented to a classification algorithm, as well
as many different types of the same object that need to be
classified by the same classifier. A rotation invariant neural
network can be very useful for applications where rotations
are expected as a regular occurrence, or where an image has
no natural orientation, such as aerial imagery (top down) or
images taken in space.

Much existing work in creating rotation invariant machine
learning methods make use of a method called SIFT (Scale
Invariant Feature Transform)[2]. SIFT is invariant to scale,
translation, rotation, and a degree of illumination. SIFT works
by identifying a number of features in an image invariantly
and storing the feature as a key or key point along with the
keys orientation [3]. These key points are found using the
minima and maxima of an approximation of the Laplacian of
Gaussian applied to the scale space of the image [4]. In a new
image the SIFT features can then be extracted and compared
with the current keys on file to find a possible match, as well
as observing the neighbouring keys to matches that may have
been found.

We present an application of a rotation invariant neural
network utilising rotating filters for Deep Convolutional Net-
works. The proposed network is tested on the MNIST and
CHARS74K datasets. We also provide an implementation
within the Caffe framework [5], which is available on GitHub
at [6].

The application of rotation filters in a Convolutional Neural
Network, provides a network where the filters that are applied
to an input, are also presented multiple times while being
rotated at a set interval to cover a full 360 degree rotation.
This can be visualised as running many parallel columns of
Convolutional Layers with tied weights (at different rotations)
with the column outputs being pooled to become one layer
representing a rotational invariant output of the layer.

Similar work by Gonzalez et al titled ”Rotation invariant
convolutional filters for texture classification” [7] uses the
rotational filter method to detect patterns and textures invariant
to rotation in shallow Convolutional Networks. This paper
investigates further the applicability of the rotational filter in
deep architectures along with its use for more complex object
recognition problems. Other similar work by Dieleman et al [8]
exploits rotational symmetry to present the input image itself at
different rotations in parallel before pooling the convolutional
output.

The advantage of these methods is creating a method that
can be trained with data that does not need to be presented
in many different ways to cause a network to learn rotations,
which can be considered brute force [9]. Brute force is the
use of a dataset that has been augmented to include artificially
generated variations of an image into the training process by
presenting the network with as many different variations of
an image as possible, such as rotations, shift, and scale. A
network using the rotating filter method can be trained with
standard data and later used to detect rotations it has never
seen before. Such a network will be able to learn a feature
that is common at different rotations in the training data while
representing it in a single filter.

The contributions of this paper consist of applying the
rotational filter method to Deep Convolutional Networks using
complex datasets and investigating how the rotation interval
affects the ability of the method to accurately identify rotated
objects. This paper also contributes a Caffe Framework version
implementing this method [6].

The structure of the paper is as follows. Section 2 describes
the proposed method, Section 3 covers the experimental work
and discussion, and Section 4 gives the conclusions.



II. METHODS

The proposed method is best understood when split into
multiple steps. The first step performed during initialisation
and reinforced during training, is the conversion of a square
filter into a circular filter to allow for easy rotation with little
data loss. The second step performed at the beginning of
forward propagation is creating columns of duplicate convolu-
tional layers with tied weights, each at a different rotation. The
third step performed during forward propagation is to combine
the result of each parallel layer in a winner takes all fashion for
each node. In backwards propagation the deltas are split over
the columns according to which nodes won during forward
propagation, and after backward propagation weights updates
are then de-rotated and combined back into the original non-
rotated filter layer before the process is repeated.

The number of parallel columns/filters depends on the
rotation increment selected. A smaller increment value means
that more parallel columns will be run, which will cause the
run-time of experiments to increase, but theoretically would
be able to deal with more rotations in an image, while a large
increment would mean less parallel columns, but theoretically
would mean the network would not be able to deal with as
many rotations. If a network took an increment of 90 degrees
then 4 parallel columns would be initialized at 4 different
rotation orientations (0, 90, 180, 270), with 0 degrees and
360 degrees being the same rotation. A 15 degree increment
would mean 24 parallel columns in 24 different orientations
(0, 15, 30, 45, ...). 360 should be directly divisible by the
selected degrees of increment with no remainder to ensure
equal coverage across 360 degrees. While the addition of
these parallel columns increases the number of computations
required and hence the runtime of the network, the number
of parameters remains the same regardless of the number of
columns, as there is weight tying between their weights.

By applying this method to the convolutional layers in
the network, the convolutional layers become co-variant to
rotations. In order to obtain full invariance to rotation for the
network output, the input into the first fully connected layer of
the traditional deep fully connected neural network portion of
the network will need to be presented in the same number of
rotations as the convolution layers. During implementation this
can easily be done by creating another convolutional layer with
parallel rotated columns to masquerade as a fully connected
layer where the filter size is the same as the input.

A typical network with 2 convolutional layers and pooling
combined with 2 hidden layers could look like the network
presented in figure 1, where the convolutional layers and the
first hidden layer are transformed into a number of rotated
parallel columns with tied weights.

A. Circular Filters

For this method circular filters are used. This is not a new
concept as filters can take different shapes to the standard
square [10], but would be considered uncommon. With tradi-
tional square filters the process of rotating filters would cause
loss of data in the corners of the filters due to cropping of the

Fig. 1. A Parallel Convolutional Network. The pooling layer after each
convolution layers performs max pooling over the columns (i.e rotations),
followed by a spatial pooling. In this example, the rotation interval is 72°
to give a network with 5 columns, each associated with a different rotation.

filter, unless the filter is rotated only in 90 degree increments.
Circular filters remove this data loss from rotation and allow
the rotated filters to fit in exactly the same space without any
need for cropping.

To produce circular filters a traditional square filter is used
and tuned into a circular filter by changing weights outside the
circular structure to zero. To decide if a weight needs to be set
to zero we calculate the weights distance from the midpoint
of the filter and check it against a threshold for the filter. If
the weight is over the threshold then it is set to zero.

To calculate the threshold we take the size of the smallest
dimension of the filter (either width or height) and apply equa-
tion 1 where T is our calculated threshold and S represents
the size of the smallest dimension. The smallest dimension is
used to ensure the circular filter has an even height and width
in the event of the network being initialised with rectangular
filters. -0.7 is used in the equation to allow for more data to
be represented where the edge of a circular filter is close or
touching the square filter edge that bounds the circular filter.

T = (S − 0.7)/2 (1)

The distance of a weight from the mid point is calculated
with equation 2. X and Y are the co-ordinates of the weight
in the filter weight matrix, we can see 0.5 is added to these
in the equation as to find the mid-point of the location as if
each weight represented a square in a grid. XMid represents
the midpoint of the width of the filter, and YMid represents the
midpoint of the height of the filter. D represents the calculated
distance for a weight from the middle of a filter.

D =
√
((X − 0.5)−XMid)2 + ((Y − 0.5)− YMid)2 (2)

Figure 2 shows a representation of a filter that was initialised
as a square and was then cropped into a circle ready for the
method of this chapter to be implemented. The filter shown
in the figure is presented as the number eight for easier



Fig. 2. Square to Circular filter conversion

Fig. 3. Example rotations of a filter

understanding as usually filters are a lot smaller and less
detailed.

As filters are cropped into circles they may benefit from
using slightly larger filter sizes to their square counterparts
due to the loss of the number of weights in the filter corners
from being cropped into a circle. It is also much easier to
rotate larger filters when the rotation increment is small in
comparison to rotating a small filter with a small rotation
increment which would be hardly noticeable.

B. Filter Rotation

Before forwards propagation can proceed filters are copied
from the base convolutional filter, which is the 0 degree master
filter, across to all the parallel columns while at the same time
being rotated at the selected interval.

Figure 3 shows an example of an un-rotated filter and
what the rotations of that filter would look like when rotated
into their respective parallel columns. As with the previous
figure, this filter is presented as the number eight for easier
understanding of the process.

To rotate a weight to a new position in the filter matrix, the
current position of the weight is taken and applied to equation
3 and 4 to find the new set of coordinates for each dimension.
In these equations R represents the degree of rotation as
radians. X and Y represent the new location for the weight,
while XPrev and YPrev represent the previous location. XMid

represents the midpoint of the X dimension (width) of the
filter, and YMid represents the midpoint of the Y dimension
(height) of the filter.

X = cos(R)∗(XPrev−XMid)−sin(R)∗(YPrev−YMid)+XMid

(3)

Fig. 4. Weight split to surrounding coordinates

Y = sin(R)∗(XPrev−XMid)+cos(R)∗(YPrev−YMid)+YMid

(4)
The new location calculated for a weight may fall between

coordinates in the matrix. To combat this the weight is split
into the 4 coordinates surrounding the point based on the
distance from each surrounding point. If for example the
new X coordinate does not sit between two horizontal points,
then the weight value is split between the two Y dimension
coordinates based on the new positions distance from the two
vertical points. If the new position was exactly half way then
the weight would be split equally with half of its value going to
the two points. If the new point was closer to a certain point it
will receive a greater part of the weight than the point furthest
from it. If the new coordinates happened to be directly in
the middle of 4 coordinates, then each surrounding coordinate
would receive a quarter of the weight value.

As many weights are rotated they may clash into similar
surrounding coordinates. Because of this when the weight is
split between the 4 surrounding points it is added to a new
weight matrix along with any value that may already be in
the position from rotating other weights in the filter. This is a
similar concept to bi-linear interpolation.

Equation 5 shows the first part of the method to split the
weight between surrounding coordinates if the new location
happens to sit between points. xl and xr represent the x axis
coordinate of surrounding points, while yu and yd represent
the y axis coordinates of the surrounding points, as illustrated
in Figure 4. The equation shows each direction calculates a
weighting based on how far the new coordinates are from the
surrounding points. lw represents the weight given to points
to the left of the new coordinate location, and rw, uw, and
dw represent the weight towards the right, up, and down
respectively. ynew and xnew represent the new coordinates
calculated in Equations 3 and 4.



Fig. 5. Example pooling of layer outputs between parallel layers

lw = |xr − xnew|2/(|xr − xnew|2 + |xnew − xl|2)
rw = |xnew − xl|2/(|xr − xnew|2 + |xnew − xl|2)
uw = |ynew − yd|2/(|yu − ynew|2 + |ynew − yd|2)
dw = |yu − ynew|2/(|yu − ynew|2 + |ynew − yd|2)

(5)

Equation 6 shows the second part of this method for splitting
a weight between points. ul, dl, ur, and dr represent the
surrounding coordinates in the top left, bottom left, top right,
and bottom right respectively. The weight being split between
the coordinates is multiplied by the weighting calculated in
Equation 5 and added to any existing weight currently in the
coordinates position in the new weight matrix.

ulnew = ulcurrent + uw ∗ lw ∗ weight
dlnew = dlcurrent + dw ∗ lw ∗ weight
urnew = urcurrent + uw ∗ rw ∗ weight
drnew = drcurrent + dw ∗ rw ∗ weight

(6)

C. Forward Propagation and Winner takes all

After the filters are rotated and copied across all the
parallel columns forward propagation is performed. There is
no change to the actual forward propagation algorithm of the
convolutional layer, however after forward propagation of each
column of a convolution layer the results need to be combined
in a winner takes all fashion in the pooling layers illustrated
in 1.

Each layer outputs a matrix where the second dimension
(number of channels) is equal to that of the number of filters
from the weight matrix. Each position of these matrices are
compared with their counterparts and the largest absolute value
is then placed into a merged matrix. For each position in the
merged output matrix the winning column is saved to enable
back propagation to the correct winning weights.

Figure 5 shows an example of the winner takes all on the
output matrix of a single filter across a number of columns in
a layer. We can see in this example that column 3 won for that
particular position in the filter output and had its output moved
into the merged output matrix, as well as having it marked as
the winner in a separate matrix keeping track of winners. If
this step is not performed then it would not be possible to
update the correct weight in the correct filter rotation during
back propagation. After these steps are performed the merged

Fig. 6. Example splitting deltas between parallel filters in a layer

output matrix is passed onto the next layer in the network as
if it was the output from 1 single convolution rather that a set
of parallel convolutions.

D. Backwards Propagation

During the backwards propagation of the layer there are a
number of steps that need completing before and after the back
propagation algorithm can be executed. Before the backwards
propagation can happen the deltas that have been passed up
from the previous layer in the back propagation process need
to be duplicated for each parallel column. This is not as simple
as a direct duplication for each column as only the winning
rotation from across the parallel rotations should receive the
delta passed back for its position in the filter. Columns that did
not win for a particular output position in the output matrix
will instead present a zero as the diff so that it does not
contribute to the weight updates.

Figure 6 shows an example of a delta matrix returned for
the set of parallel rotations on a singular filter. Using the
log of which column won the merging process after forward
propagation the matrix is split into separate delta matrix for
each column. We can see that the filter in the winning column
got the delta for that position, and the remaining columns
received a delta of 0 in that particular position.

After the deltas have been split the back propagation algo-
rithm can be implemented for each column in the layer. There
is no change to the usual backwards propagation algorithm
employed for convolutional neural networks in this step.

After backwards propagation has been completed the deltas
that have come out of the backwards propagation for the next
layer are merged through simple addition. The weight updates
that are calculated but not yet applied at this step then need to
be merged before the weights on the master filter (0 degrees
filter) can be updated.

To perform this the weight updates calculated are de-rotated
for each column based on each columns rotation. The same
method as discussed in Section II-B is used to perform this
action using a degree of rotation that is equal to 360 minus the
original degree of rotation. Once all weight update matrices
are back in their original orientation they can be merged and
updated in line with normal weight updates.



E. Batch Normalisation

After a convolutional layer with parallel columns of tied
filters has been implemented, there is the need to regularise the
data. This is because the outputs from our combined network
layers are too large to process further through the network and
continue learning.

One solution to this is to use batch normalisation [11] after
each convolutional layer to both normalise and regularise the
output of the network and this method removes the need for
dropout to be used with our layers. Neural networks typically
have to use small learn rates due to a layers inputs changing
each iteration as the previous layers learn. Ioffe and Szegedy
[11] introduce this phenomenon as ’internal covariate shift”.

Batch normalisation allows for larger learning rates by
normalising layer inputs for each data mini-batch to reduce
this covariate shift. This also reduces the number of iterations
that are needed to reach a convergence point due to the larger
learning rates, which is a large advantage with the rotation
invariant convolutional filters due to the increased run-time
from running extra iterations and parallel columns.

III. EXPERIMENTS

Experiments are conducted on two datasets, MNIST [12]
and the natural image subset of CHARS74K [13]. MNIST is
used ”as is” and the CHARS74K subset is pre-processed to
create uniform image sizes of 50x50 pixels using the threshold
method to remove colour and create black and white images.
Each dataset is presented for training with upright images, but
is tested on both upright and randomly rotated images.

The MNIST datasets are split into a Test set of 10,000
images and a Training set of 60,000 images. The CHARS74K
dataset is split into a Test set of 1000 images and a Training set
of 6,705 images. Figure 7 shows the distribution of random
rotations across the test set of MN_R which is our MNIST
dataset for testing on rotated images. Figure 8 shows the
rotation distribution of random rotations on the test set for
dataset CH_R made of CHARS74K images.

Fig. 7. MNIST Test Set Rotation Distribution

Fig. 8. CHARS74K Test Set Rotation Distribution

Each dataset pair (rotated and non-rotated) has its own
architecture which is unique to the dataset. Architecture 1
(A_MNIST) is defined for MNIST as shown in figure 9.
MNIST experiments use a base learning rate of 0.08 with

a momentum of 0.9 and a weight decay of 0.0005. Batch
normalisation allows for higher learning rates to be used so
that a network may converge in fewer epochs. Learning rate
decay is used with a gamma of 0.0001 and power of 0.75.
Equation 7 shows how the learning rate is calculated for
each iteration. In this equation t represents the iteration, α
represents the learning rate, and αb represents the base learning
rate.

Architecture 2 (A_CHARS) is defined for CHARS74K
shown in figure 10. CHARS74K experiments use a smaller
base learning rate than MNIST of 0.01 due to the larger
network size and input size. These experiments also use
a momentum value of 0.9 and a weight decay of 0.0005.
Learning rate decay is also used with a gamma of 0.0001
and power of 0.75.

αt = αb ∗ (1 + gamma ∗ t)(−power) (7)

Experiments are conducted on 5 different rotation intervals.
These are 0 (Traditional CNN), 15, 30, 60, and 90. Each ex-
periment is conducted 5 times and averaged for test accuracy.
Table I shows the experiment results. We call the traditional
CNN, i.e. with no rotation intervals, the benchmark network.
With the two rotated test datasets for MNIST and CHARS74K
it can be seen that the benchmark network does much worse
than the rotation interval network experiments. This is because
the test images are now at random rotations and the benchmark
network has not learned representations of the classifiers/-
filters in different orientations, whereas the rotation interval
networks expect rotation and can apply its classifiers/filters
in different orientations, and as such identify rotated input
without the need to have trained on data with rotations. With
the rotated test set the best interval network (15°) achieved
an improvement of 52.32% in accuracy accuracy compared
to the benchmark network applied to the rotated test set. On
CHARS74K the best interval network (15°) is 36.44% better at
accurately predicting on a rotated test set than the benchmark
network.

From the table it can be seen that for the non-rotated
datasets the interval networks performed worse in both the
MNIST and the CHARS74K experiments. On the non-rotated
dataset, the results show that for MNIST the top rotation
interval network (90°) had 0.7% worse accuracy on the non-
rotated test set which could be seen as negligible, and the
CHARS74K results show that with the non-rotated dataset the
top rotation interval network (60°) was 8.68% worse in test
accuracy than the benchmark network. This could possibly be
due to data loss or blurring during the rotation of the filters,
but also due to numbers and characters in the dataset that look
exactly the same in different orientations, such as a 9 and
6, or W and M, with this problem becoming more apparent
with the CHARS74K experiments due to the increase in the
number of classification categories. The benchmark network
can deal with these numbers and letters better as it makes the
assumption all inputs are upright, however the rotation interval



Fig. 9. A_MNIST Network Architecture

Fig. 10. A_CHARS Network Architecture

networks do not assume an orientation for the input, and as
such with non-rotated data it performs worse.

Fig. 11. MN_NR - Average Test Accuracy for MNIST on a non-rotated test
set

Figure 11 shows the test set accuracy during training for
the non-rotated test set (MN_NR) for the benchmark and the
rotation interval networks. From the figure it can be seen that
the rotation interval networks take longer to converge than the
benchmark network as well as typically performing worse than
the benchmark network. Figure 12 shows the test set accuracy
for the rotated test set (MN_R) where it can be seen that the
rotation interval networks all out performed the benchmark
network.

Fig. 12. MN_R - Average Test Accuracy for MNIST on a rotated test set

Figure 13 shows a graph of test set accuracy during train-
ing for the non-rotated test set (CH_NR). The graph shows
that the benchmark network performed much better for the
CHARS74K dataset than the rotation interval networks. The
rotation interval networks are very close to each other and
could be considered almost the same degree of accuracy within
the realm of random initialisation. Figure 14 shows much
better results for the rotation interval networks where the
benchmark network has performed badly in comparison. It
can clearly be seen in the figure that the smaller the rotation
interval used the better the networks have performed on the
CHARS74K dataset, with a 15 degree interval performing best.



TABLE I
EXPERIMENT RESULTS

Dataset ID Architecture ID Benchmark 15° 30° 60° 90°
MN_NR A_MNIST 0.9893 0.9847 0.9853 0.9864 0.982
MN_R A_MNIST 0.4398 0.963 0.957 0.8552 0.8869
CH_NR A_CHARS 0.6426 0.5332 0.5288 0.5558 0.5494
CH_R A_CHARS 0.1226 0.487 0.4296 0.2906 0.2384

Fig. 13. CH_NR - Average Test Accuracy for CHARS74K on a non-rotated
test set

We can clearly see in Table I and Figures 12 and 14 a gen-
eral trend of improved results with smaller rotation intervals,
on the rotated test sets. This is to be expected, as the maxing
of outputs over parallel columns with rotated filters produces
only approximate rotational covariance of the convolutional
layers, with the quality of the approximation increasing with
smaller intervals. The 60 degree interval network on MNIST
can be seen as the one exception to this trend, performing
worse than the 90 degree network. All intervals smaller than
90 degrees that were tested needed to perform some form
of interpolation, however for the 15 degree and 30 degree
intervals the amount of rotations that needed interpolation was
reduced as they contained rotations that fall on 90 degree
rotations. The 60 degree interval has no rotations that sit on a
90 degree rotation, and as such all of the rotations (except 0°)
for the 60 degree interval require interpolation. In this case
it could be considered that the improvement from switching
between 90 and 60 degree intervals was smaller than the the
loss of accuracy from having to do extra interpolation on the
60 degree interval network.

The graphs of results presented show the rotation interval
networks jump around a lot in comparison to the benchmark
network even though they use the same learning rates. This
could be due to the weight updates in a winner takes all
method causing larger updates than would usually be seen
in a normal convolutional network, and as such may suggest
that the method could benefit from a reduced learning rate
compared to the normal convolutional benchmark counterpart.

Fig. 14. CH_R - Average Test Accuracy for CHARS74K on a rotated test set

Figure 15 shows an interesting representation of filters
from the first convolutional layer in both the benchmark
network and a 15 degree interval network for MNIST. The
filter representations for the 15 degree interval network are
interesting in comparison to the benchmark network filters, as
they seem to use less data to represent features and patterns
as well as seeming more simplistic.

Fig. 15. A representation of the filters in Convolutional Layer 1 (MNIST)

IV. CONCLUSION

The results show that the proposed method can be applied to
building rotation invariant convolutional neural networks. The
results demonstrate a clear improvement over the traditional
convolutional network when presented with a rotated test set,
with an improvement of 52.32% in accuracy for the MNIST
dataset and 36.44% accuracy on the CHARS74K dataset when
comparing the 15 degree network and the traditional network.
When presented with a non-rotated test set the results came



out slightly worse than the traditional result, but with more
refined networks and datasets (such as MNIST) the loss of
accuracy was negligible. This could be due to a number of
factors, from classes that look similar when rotated, to data
loss and blurring during the rotation process. With datasets that
were more complex with less refined networks the advantage
of applying the rotation interval networks to rotated data was
more apparent.

It was also shown that the accuracy of a network tested
on a rotated test set increased as the rotation interval of that
network was made smaller, with smaller intervals generally
showing better results than their larger interval counterparts.

Object recognition problems where rotations in objects
regularly occur would benefit from this method. Especially
applications containing aerial imagery or space imagery where
there is no definable orientation to the image (Such as the
GalazyZoo dataset [14]). Further work on the method could
look into using smaller rotation intervals, as well as the
application of parallel tied filters to the scale variance problem
to create a scale invariant network.
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